
Chapter Ten
Spelling

n life, a person not only has to write legibly in order to communicate his ideas, but he must also be
able to spell with some degree of accuracy. There are many children who do well on spelling tests,
but make spelling errors when they write an essay, composition, or take an essay test. The same

words these children had spelled colrectly on their weekly spelling test are spelled incorrectly in the essay.
The pathos is the frustration to the child and those working with him as a result of his lack of awareness
that he has made a spelling error. The lack of awareness that an error has been made indicates that the
child did not have adequate feedback or confimlation of his performance. Feedback represents awareness
and sensitivity to themuscular feeling tone and visual scanning of what has been done.Anexample of the
feedback principle is the touch typist who becomes aware of a typing error because it docs not feel right.
The child, in the samemanner,mustmonitor his work, without undue effort, to sense the correctness of his
Spelling. Feedback is a product of the integration of visual, physical, and language skills. The child who
shows difficulty in spelling is indicating to us that he does not integrate these three areas of function and
has not developed an appropriate visual and muscular feedback system.
ln the classroom setting, spelling is not only a subject a child must leam, it also has many practical uses.
ln the course of a day the child must write compositions, essays, take notes, take tests (spelling and
otherwise), and even participate in a spelling bee (where his ego-standing among his peersmay be built
or shattered by his spelling ability). Science and social studies present new and unfamiliar words to the
schoolchild-words that must be mastered.When he is tested, his grade will be determined by spelling
accuracy as well as the information conveyed by his answer.

Spelling, the same as arithmetic, has the inner language component. Many children close off spelling
because of fear of failure. This fear is caused because spelling has been treated as an absolute when it
comes to grading. Typically, aword isconsidered as being spelled either right or wrong and in some situ-
ations erasures are not allowed when a child takes a spelling test. This absolute attitude toward spelling
does not encourage the development of integration or feedback. lt only teaches the child to commit his
spelling to immediate memory without inner integration of the word. As a result, the child never “owns”
the word and may become so fearful of failure that he cannot even face studying. There are those children
who will study for a test and do well athome,but dopoorly on thewritten test atschool.Again, fear disor-
ganizes them and they cannot function adequately to meet the demand.

The Process of Spelling
The process ofspelling involvesmore than memory.Spelling requires integrationof language, visual, and
motor skills alongwith the development of appropriate feedback or monitoring ability.
Language
Receptive - when the teacher dictates words, notes, or instructions, the stimulus for spelling is auditory
or extemal. The childmust develop the ability to listen and receive the information through his auditory
system.
Inner - The childmust take what he has heard, discriminate the sounds, relate the sounds to other senses,
visualize theword as a whole, and program the output for appropriate muscle action.

Expressive - The child mustmake the appropriate muscular responses through the speech mechanism or
through writing.
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Visual - visualization of the word as a whole integrates with inner language and muscle sensations
throughout the body.
Motor - the sounds of the letters in a word trigger appropriate covert motor movement pattems of the
speech mechanism plus the arms and hands, and then appropriate overt movement pattems of speech or
arms and hands depending on the avenue of expression.
Monitoring - simultaneous checking of the written product for accuracy through the eyes, muscles, and
inner language. Example: Try the following to experience the feeling tone for the muscle movement
patterns, language, and visualization triggered by letters and words:
° Close your eyes.
° Put your hands and arms in a relaxed position hanging at your sides.
' Visualize that you are standing in front of a large chalkboard.-With your eyes closed and notmoving your hands orarms, imagine that you arewritingyour name on
the chalkboard. Visualize your annmaking letters as large as the chalkboard itself.

° Alter youhave finished the imaginarywritingof your name, think back and answer the followingques-
tions. Did you feel somemovement in the following parts of your body?
» Eyes
>> Neckmuscles
» Arm muscles
» Hands
» Mouth and face

lf you are not sure, or if you have not experienced sensation in all areas described above, try again, making
sure that you see yourselfwriting in very large letters. When all systems of the body are integrated, you should
experience sensation in the eyes, neck, anns, hands, andmouth.

To improve a chiId’s spelling
The skills for adequate spelling start long before a child enters school. lt starts from the time he isbom
when, as an infant, his parents speak, sing, and coo at him in order to get a response. Unfortunately, chil-
dren are seen when they are in trouble, so this discussion of activities will have to start at the level of the
school age child.

Setting the Stage for Spelling
Setting the stage for spelling requires the development of skills in the areas of language, vision, andmotor
perfomiance.
Inner language
In order to learn, a child must be receptive and responsive to what is said to him, Proper techniques of
communication are essential to keep a child open for Ieaming. Regardless of what the adult tells them
about not judging their performance, children are suspicious of any adult who tries to teach them. As
you watch a child, you will note how timid hewill be towards you, even though you explain to him that
you will not judge his performance.Watch his tight and blank facial expression and lustcrless eyes as he
closes you out.He is soused tobeingjudged by adults that hejust cannot let himselfgo and trust you just
because you tell him to. Too many negative feelings have been generated within him from adults-hurt
feelings, failures, and frustration happen far too frequently for a child to be trustful of you or any adult. ln
order to gain the child’s confidence and trust, you will have to prove to him that your approach is one of
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evaluationfnot judgment. This is a primaiy way inwhich a child can be kept open to leaming, and gain
maximum benetits from the learning experience,
When emphasis is placed only on correct spelling, anger and frustration may be generated within the
child. Children often write creatively until they receive criticism for their poor spelling. They react as if
their very being is negated by their teacher or parent, They want approval of their thinking, not disap-
proval of their spelling. Teachers and parents can best help a child become concerned about his spelling
by first discussing their pleasure or approval of what the child is saying, then asking the child to correct
his spelling errors.
An example of showing approval of thinking would be by responding to statements in the text by writing
comments in the margin. This shows that you read and responded to what was in the essay in amanner
similar to what would be done in a conversation. To highlight spelling errors, place a circle around the
misspelled word or use the symbol “sp” as used by a proofreader. A sureway of negating thinking, closing
creativity, and generating anger and frustration is to tell children that they will be penalized for spelling
errors and if they make more than one or two errors, the result will be a zero grade. (We have all expe-
rienced teachers who did this. What was your reactionwhen this was held over you?) This threat only
creates defense reactions, not creativity, in children. When defense reactions are invoked by the child,
inner language closes off, and the child does not function openly, and learningbecomes a difficult task.
To keep inner language open a child must bc helped to discover that he has more ability than he gives
himself credit for.This can be accomplished by how his teacher or parent responds to his performance and
by placing emphasis on the process and thinking, not his product. Examples of statements that open a child
to learning and spelling and make him responsive are as follows:

See, you knew most ofthe letters.
Howmany lettersdia'youmiss?

Howmany letters doyou thinkyouwill have to remember?
All techniques which turn a child on to learning and keep him emotionally open are essential to keeping
his inner language open and functioning positively in the learning situation.

Receptive language
Receptive language isdeveloped by workingwith activities that teach the child to listen. The tone of voice
used by the adult and the connotations of facial expression and body action are read by the child andwill
either keep himreceptive or close him offto the adult. Too often the extent of an adult’s talking to a child
is to castigate him for an undesired actor to pontificatc and teach him amoral principle. Tohelp the child’s
receptive language, do the following:
Talking to a child
l. Look at the section of this hook regarding communication techniques to leam more about the tech-
nique of talking to a child.
Describe things that have happened to you by discussing your experiences and feelings, Children love to
listen to stories about their parents’ or teachers’childhood and experiences.
Tell the child about things that are being planned and events that have happened in the immediate past,
possibly of events that he may have been a part of.

2. Discriminating between various sounds
Discrimination of sounds is developed by exposing the child to various sounds and having him identify
them. lt will become important for a child to be able to pick out various sounds in a word. Discrimination
of sounds starts with awarcncss of thc diffcrcnccs in sounds. Sounds can be broken down into those that
are familiar, those made by animals, and the sounds of letters (phonics).
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Familiar sounds
Sounds made by objects in the child’s surroundings with which he is familiar. Have the child close his
eyes and ask him to be very quiet and listen to thc sounds around him. Have him tell you what is making
the soundsthat he hears.As l amwriting this, I hear an air conditioner, people talking, cars going by,and
a siren. Sounds of trains, whistles, sirens, teakettleswhistling, and manyother objectswill bediscovered
when the child starts to listen and become aware.
Animal sounds
Take the child to a farm so that he can leam thc sounds fami animals make from the animal itself.
I remember tellingmy older son that chickenswent “cluck, cluck.”One day, when he was two and
a half,wewent to a farm and we saw some chickens. He looked up at me and in a startled voice
he said, "Dad, chickens don’t go ‘cluck, cluck,’ they go ‘puck, puck.”’Make sure the sounds are
authentic becausejust as chickens donot go “cluck, cluck,”cows do not go “moo, moo.”
Phonics
Phonics has to dowith the soundsof letters and letter combinations. ln a phonetic approach, the child
has to verbally sound out the letters in a word and then say the word. For spelling, the phonetic process
is reversed. The child has to listen to himselfsay the word and then figure out the letters that make up
the word by isolating the sounds. Spelling by the phoneticmethod is not always accurate because many
words donot follow the rules ofphonics. The importanceofa phonetic approach in spelling is to help the
child recognize those letters inaword that he knowsby soundingand to make himaware ofthe letters in
a word he cannot pick out through sounding. Aphonetic approach is an effective means of teaching the
child to matchwhat he hears with the muscle movementsof his face, mouth, and hands.
When helping a child develop phonetic ability by having him listen,make sure that when you speak to
himyou clearly enunciate your words. It is alsonecessary for the child to clearly enunciate what he says.
There are many books describing aphonetic approach to reading and spelling. Why Johnny Can ’tRead,
byRudolphFlesch is a simple one for parents to follow. Teachers have access to books on this approach
from their professional libraries.
The alphabet
ln mostschool systems, fomial phonics programs are usually presented to children about themiddle
to the end of second grade. Prior to the formal presentation of phonics, however, the child should
become familiarwith the alphabet in terms of thc nameand sound made by each letter. Start to teach
that each letterhas a name and a sound of its own,just aseach child in aclassroom has a name of his
own, and when a child speaks he sounds diiTerent from other children, having a sound of his own.
Parents and teachers should help children leam the alphabet early. This does notmean that they have
to leam it by rote memory. Parents can help children leam the alphabet by putting up the letters of
the alphabet onawall intheir child’s room.The teacher canputupthe letters ofthe alphabet around
the classroom. In thisway the child sees the lettersofthe alphabet around him.One technique which
may be used with children is tohave them listen to an alphabet recording and point to the letters as
they hear them.
Have the children make up a personal scrapbook consisting of each letter of the alphabet with
pictures associated with them that start off with the sound of that letter. Each letter has a name and
one or more sounds depending on its placement in a word. The child is to look through magazines
and pick out pictures whose name starts with the letterhe wishes to illustrate; he is tocut out the
picture and paste it under the appropriate letter.
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Usually, the parent or teacher gives the child a book of letters and associated pictures. l want the
child to make up his own book. This way is more helpful for himbecause he has to think through
the sound for the appropriate letter.
The vowels
The letters of the alphabet are divided into vowels and consonants. There are five major vowels,
which are a, e, i, o and u. The letter y is sometimes used as a vowel. The rest of the letters of the
alphabet are known as consonants. Each letter has a namewhich is what the letter is called, such as
a, b, c, d, i, m, etc. Each letter also has a sound which varies with the vowcl with which it is used.
The vowels give the consonants their solmd.Without the vowels you could not say the name or the
sound of a letter. Try to say “ l” without the short e in front of it, or “d” without the ee alter it. lt
would bcmost difficult to functionwith a language that hadno vowels. Eventhc Hebrew language,
whose alphabet is composed completely of consonants, has special markings which provide for the
vowel sounds. lt is most unfortunate that the sounds for a vowel are not consistent in the English
language. A child may leam the sound ofa vowel and find that when it is used in a word it doesn’t
sound the same as what he was taught. s

An example of this is the "ea" in the word “weather." Achild is taught that when two vowels “go
walking, the first one does the talking,” and says its name. ln the word “weather," a short /e/ sound
is used, rather than a long /e/, saying “wether,” not “weether,”whichwould fit the rule. On the other
hand the word “read” is said “reed,” which tits the rule for a long e. ln its past tense “read” becomes
“red," with a short e sound, though the spelling remains the same. In spite of the many inconsisten-
cies, anunderstanding of phonics will help a child leam to read and help himbecome amore effec-
tive speller.
In his scrapbook of letters and sounds, have the child place the vowels ona separate page. He is to
list them with appropriate pictures to show the basic sound of the short vowel (remember, the long
vowel sound is the name ofthe letter).

Shar/ vowel Sound as in
it apple
é cskimo
i indian
6 octopus
I] umbrella

This guidemay beused by the childwhen he is stuck for the letteras hespells. Heuses it by isolating
the sound, and from the pictures, which he should have committed to his mind, be able to pick out
the appropriate letter. For example, in spelling the name “Peg,” the child may get P, sound out the
short e whichwould be“eh,” refer tohismental pictureofanEskimo, know that itstarts with short
e and then get the “e.”He can then spell "Pe,"he will usually get the “g,” sohewill be able to spell
“P-e-g.” l-le must feel the consonant and hear the vowel.
The child must begiven the opportunity lo experience spelling by sounding out the letters inaword.
Hemust use his hearing as well as the muscles of his mouth and face to determine thc order of the
letters and their names.
Following directions
When you ask the child todo things by followingverbal directions, you are asking him to listen to
what you tell him,process itwithin himself,and then act on it. Parents frequently complain that their
child just won’t listen to them when they ask him todo something for them. Usually what happens
is that children will close out what their parents ask them to do and act as if they hadnot heard them
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at all. Unfortunately, this does not help the child because he cannot close out his receptivity in one
area and expect it tobe open inother areas.When you close off inone area, it affects other areas.A
child is being helped to keep open inother areas of performance when he is receptive and responsive
while following simple directions.
The secret to success with a child is to start him doing things which he can accomplish without too
much difficulty, and then gradually increase the demand. This rule is used in thc procedures to teach
following directions, and is applied as follows:
( l) Start by giving the child simple directions, such as:

(a) “Pick up the ball.”
(b) “Pick upthe pencil.”
(c) “Point to the window.”

(d) “Point to your foot.”
Just give him one thing to do. You can have him walk, run, lift a foot, erase the chalkboard, or any
of amyriad of activities that he can do one ata time.
(2) When the child shows you that he can follow the simple single direction, add in another

element. An example of increasing the number of actions to complete a task would be:
(a) “Pick up the ball and bring it to me.”
(b) "Pick up the pencil and put it on the desk.”

(3) To make the demand more complicated, make multiple demands ofthe child, such as:
(a) “Pick up the ball and the pencil, put the ball in the closet, and give me the pencil.”
(b) “Pickup the ball,pencil, paper, and eraser. Put theball onyourdesk, thepencil onmy desk, thc

paper in the wastebasket, and the eraser in the third drawer of my desk.”
As you can see, there is no end to the variations of demands that can be given to a child.
When you notice that the child has reached his limit and becomes confused, stop increasing the
demands and go back to whcrc he can perform.Add only one thing at a time to the demands and do
not be in a hurry to have him reach his full potential.Give him time to develop the skill that you are
asking of him.
Be free to give the child praise in amanner that is not judgmental. Follow the rules for praise by not
saying, “good” or “bad” Keep a certain amount of humor and warmth in your attitude and voice.
When the child has demonstrated the ability to carry out what you ask of him,just say, “Youdid it,”
or a commentmore directly related to whathe did, such as, "Youplacedthe ball in the closet and the
pencil on my desk.” Let your voice and the smile on your face speak approval.
Reading to the child
Many parents tellme that their child will not listen to themwhile they read; as a result they no longer
even attempt to read to the child, Most children do not want their parents reading to them because
they know that sooner or later the parentwill ask them to do some or all of the reading. Comments
that create anxiety, such as, “l’ll read a line and then you read a line,” or “You read and I’ll tell you
the words you don’t know,” donot create a desire within the child to sit and listen to the parentread.
He enters into the situationwith fear in his head that at anymoment he willhave to demonstrate his
inadequacy to his most loved one, his parent. I believe that reading to the child should be without
conditions, Read to the child because that is what you want to do. A child is read to so that he can
learn to enjoy stories from written material to develop his ability to listen and respond to verbal
information.
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While reading to a child, it is important to animate your reading. This means that youmust be loose
and easy within yoursclf to change your voice, giving emphasis where necessary, and to speak in
a voice that would be used by the character about whom you are reading. Sometimes your voice
will be strong and powerful, and at other times meek, and even whining. As you dramatize the
various characters, your facial and body expression should also change. Youmustexpress mood and
emotion. When reading about something that is frightening, act frightened, and when reading about
happiness, be happy, Draw the child into the activity by asking him to illustrate,with you, some of
the emotions and attitudesofthe characters aboutwhom you are reading. Be imaginative; donot just
read the story straight as if it is only composed of words. Remember, stories are made up of ideas
and events. Stories contain action, emotions, moods, and people.
When the child participates in the story, you know that he is listening to you, just as he would were
he to listen to a thriller on the radio.

h. Singing to the child

Again, we want the child to listen to something with words that will be of interest to him: simple
songs, folk songs, and even popular songs can be sung to the child. Try to select songs that have
action, vocal variation, and interest to a child. Mediaplayers should bcmade available to children
to be used on their own.

Expressive language
Have the childtalk
When a child talks he feels the formation of words and the various contigurations his face and mouthmust
make. This helps him when he sounds out the words in order to hgure out how the letters are put together
to make up the spelling of the word. Too often children do not talk because to talk is to expose oneself, and
they do not want to be exposed to criticism from adults. It becomes much safer to say as little as possible.
This barrier of fear must be broken and can be when the adult does not judge or criticize what the child
tells him.
Have the child tell you about his experiences. Use leading questions, such as, “Who were you with‘?”
or and thenwhat happened?"or, “What did you think ol`that?”; or anticipate their reaction, such
as, “Did that make you angry?" or “Did that cause you to laugh?” Do not say such things as, “You
shouldn’t have been angry!”, or “You mustn’t talk to people that way!”, or the many admonitions that
parents will offer when a child exposes his experiences to them. The child does not want judgment of his
actions or feelings when he shares them with his parents. To keep him open and talking it is necessary to
listen to him and react to what he says by asking questions, not by using his statements as a jumping-off
point to get into a lecture on morals ormanners. Even when asking questions, be careful not to allow judg-
ment to creep into your voice or facial expression. Play it straight and trust the child to come to socially
acceptable conclusions.

Have the child share his thinking with you about movies he sees, television programs, plays, ball games,
or any other activity that he sees or views. You want him to tell you how he feels aboutwhat he has seen.
Remember, his feelings are his and not yours.When the child tells you he did not care for whathe has seen
or participated in, do not tell him why he should not feel that way; rather ask him for his reasons andwhat
caused him to evaluate it that way.
Have the childtell stories
Have the child make up stories from pictures that he sees in magazines, from places he has been, and
from experiences he has had. Have him use his imagination as much as possible to express himself
about what he sees.
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3. Have the childsing
No matter how the child singsfwhether he can carry a tune or not-have him sing simple songs:
folk songs and popular songs. Through singing he can develop a sense of rhythm, and because of the
rhyming nature of a song, he hears and feels sounds of words.Through singing he can leam about the
similarities and differences between words. Singing helps a child break down words into syllables.

4. Have the childdraw
When a child expresses himself through art, anythingmust be allowed. Just as with talking, be careful not
tojudge the child’s artwork. To start a discussionofhis art work, ask the child to tell you about what he has
done. This can be done very simply by saying, “Tell me about your picture.” Comments such as, “You are
the best artist inthe world,” or, “Your picture is the greatest one I have ever seen,” or other such approba-
tions are OUT. To compliment the child about his art, share your feelingwith him, such as, "I like the way
you use color,” or,“I get such awarm feelingwhen I look at your picture,” or,“I can see myself eating that
orange (or whatever edible he drew).”
The caution is not to judge his work as being good or bad. Just give your reaction to it and the child will
discuss it with you.

Visual
Visualization is to be developed in addition to eye movement, eye fixation, and fomi training procedures
described in the section on training activities. Development of visualization enables the child to picture in
his mind and physically feel theword he is attempting to spell,
The following activitieswill help the child develop his ability to visualize:
l. Using familiar objects
a. Have the child look at a familiar object in the room, such as a chair, desk, flag, pencil, or a piece of
paper.

b. He isto see that object in relationship toother objects surrounding it.
c. Havehim close his eyes and picture the object he was looking at inhismind’s eye.
d. Have the child tell you what he sees.
e. Have the child repeat this procedure, trying to see more detail in his mental picture and his
surroundings.

2. Using familiar surroundings
a. Having the child picturehimself in his homewill add action and increase expressive language to the
visualization experience.

b. Have the child picture himselfwalking into ditTerent rooms and getting objects from the room.

c. The dialogue between teacher and childwould gosomething like this:
Teacher: Closeyour eyes and imagine that you are walking into your house. Through which door

are you entering?
Child: The back door.
Teacher: Stop-describe what you see.
Child: (Describes the scene before him in some detail.)

I will describe what I would sce walking into my back door. On my right, I see the air
conditioner, breakfast nook, radiator, table and chairs, shelves with objects on it; on my
left are an island counter, stove, refrigerator, a doorway to the basement, and another
doorway to the living room. Ahead of me are wall cabinets above two floor cabinets,
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and the sink. The sink is between the two floor cabinets. There is a light above the sink.
To the right of the right cabinet is a door leading into the dining room, and next to that
doorway is a doorway leading into the pantry. l could go into more detail in terms of
color, approximate distances, and the location and naming of specific objects in the
room.

Teacher: Now that you are inside the house, what room are you in? How would you go to your
room toget a pair of socks? When you get into your room tell mewhere the dresser is,
what drawer you are going to pull out, and what sideofthe drawer and position (front or
back)you reach into for your socks. ln addition to being able to describe what you are
doing, l alsowant you to feel yourselfmoving. imagine you are actually there.

Child: (Thechild is todescribe what he sees and what he is doing)
3. Visualizing words

Have the child visualize words as follows:
a. The child is to picture a word that he knows.
b. The child is to imagine himselfwriting it on the chalkboard in large letters.
c. Thechildistoexperiencethe feelingtoneforthemusclemovementpattems,language,andvisualization
triggered by letters andwords.

d. The child is to see the letters and feel himselfmaking them.
Motor
The motor system is involved in spellingthrough the muscularmovement pattemsofthe face, lips, tongue,
arms, andhands.Themuscular system is basically responsible for the feedback mechanisms which tell the
system the degree of accuracy with which it has limctioned. It is through the muscular feedback systems
that webecome aware of error and can then act to correct that error.Many times when you are not sure of
the spelling of a word, you will write it down to see if it looks and feels right. A typist becomes aware of
anerrorwhen the word she hasjust typed does not “feel right.” Each consonant and vowel has a different
feeling tone depending onthe pattemmade by the muscles of the face, lips, and tongue. When the child
hears aword he mustbe able to change the sounds into muscle movement pattems which hecan recognize
as the letters in a word. Accurate spelling comes about when a child responds to his spelling through the
development of propermotor movementpattems and concurrent awareness of error.
Some children do not move their facialmuscles or lips asthey talk.As you watch them talk, it seems that
they talk through clenched teeth. They are said to have “lazy lips.” To help this child it is necessary to
emphasize mouth movements as he talks. Try to make him aware of the way inwhich his mouth, face,
and tongue work as he fonns the various letters and words that he uses.Show him the way various sounds
require different use of the muscles of his mouth, face, and tongue. lf the speech problems persist, it may
benecessary for a speech pathologist towork with the child formore intensive treatment.
Asthe childwrites his words, have him feel the different muscle sensations for differentwords. Show him
how each word has its own muscle How of movement. The section on handwriting provides supportive
techniques on this.

Spelling in the Classroom
Spelling can be a lesson in both selfdiscovery and the building ofpositive attitudes towards leaming.A
child’s attitude will depend on the approach of the teacher to the teaching of spelling. Should the teacher
look for right or wrong answers only, a child will only be able to see himself as being right or wrong. He
willjudge himself as beinggood or bad and he will become afraid to expose himself to the possibility of
impending failure.When a teacher leaves room for degrees of error by giving a child credit for what he
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knows and compliments his thought process, a child will be less prone tothink of himself j udgmentally as
being good or bad and will be willing to look at and leam from his errors. An open approach to spelling
can be an ego booster for the child and keep him open and responsive to learning.
The usual method for teaching spelling is tohave the child copy his new spelling words from the chalk-
board or his spelling book. The child is then supposed to commit the new words to memory. Sometime
toward the end of the week the child is given a pretest, and then at the end of the week a final test is given
on the new words. Too frequently, once the child has finished the test he promptly forgets the words and
starts studying the new words. The final result usually is that when hc writes a composition or takes a
monthly comprehensive test, he has trouble spelling the words he was supposed to have known.
Unfoitunately, the implied attitude that prevails when working with children is that they know nothing or
very little. Itbecomes an enlightening experience to both the teacher and student when an attempt is made
to Hnd out what the child does know. Many children know their letter sounds and can hear the various
letters in a word. An effective methodof teaching spelling is to allow the child to find out which letters in
a word he already knows without having ever seen the word before. The following methodmay prove a
new experience for both teacher and student and result inmore enduring success for the child.
Discovery
The new procedure for spelling is as follows:
1, Dictateanewword tothechild.Makecertain thatyourenunciationemphasizes theconsonantsandvowels inthe

word,

2. After the child has heard the newword, have him say it.Makesure that the childpronounces and enunciates the
word properly.

3. Nowthat the child has heard and pronounced theword,he istowrite the letters asheheard and felt them. The
childisto write the letters down correctlyor incorrectly, Wewant himto discover the letters that healready
knows.(OnedayworkingwithElliottlaskedhinitospell theword“climate.”He startedspellingasfollows:
“Climate-C-i.”Thenhesaid theword overagain, realizedthat he had leftoutthe letter land startedspelling
again. l-le now spelledtheword: “C-l-i-m-ae-a-t.”Hethensaid, “No,note-a-t;a-tc.”Thatmeans thatElliott
wasthinking aboutwhathewasdoing,andas aresult hecorrectedhisownerror. Thisself-awarenessorfeed
back illustrates the best type of perfoimance for learning.
I then asked Elliott to spell the word “platform.” I~Ie immediately responded with “p-l-a-t-f-o-r-m,” I
askedhim how he did it and this iswhat he said: “I knew plat, and onmybreakfast cereal there is an ad
for two forms, so I knew form. All I had to dowas to put the two of them together.” Naturally, Elliott
was told how pleased I waswith his thinking.

4. After thechild haswritten the lettersoftheword on his paper (or at thechalkboard) and younoticethat the
wordis not spelledproperly, havehim saythewordoveragainand lookat thewayhe spelled it.Askhim if he
can pick uphis own error.

5. When you seethatthechildhasgone asfaras hecan,spell thewordforhim. Havehimwrite thewordasyou
spell itbelow theonehehaswritten. I-Iavethechild lookat his spellingandthenatyourspelling andaskhim
which lettershe missed.Explainto him thathe did getmost ofthe lettersandonlymissedone ortwo, or as
many as he missed. This will help him gain confidence in himself.

6. Asthe childlooks over the letters in theword andcompareshis spellingwith yours, havehim say theword
again andask him to see ifhecan feelandhear the letters thathemissed,Pointout tohimthat inthe futurehe
willknow that there areonlyoneortwo lettersthat hemight beunsureofin thatwordasheknowsallthe rest
or can figure them out.

7. Explain to the child that there are words where you cannot get the spelling correct by sounding alone.
Somewords are visual and have to be seen, such as there, their, they 're
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Approaching the leamingof spelling thisway makes it less of a chore and more of a game, This approach
also takes the fear out of spelling and the child is willing to expose his errors to you because he knows it
will not count against him.
Reinforcement
Should you feel the need to have a child reinforce leaming of his spelling words, you may have him use
the standard technique of having himpicture it, say it, andwrite it. Bringing inthe speech-auditorymecha-
nism, the visual, and the kinesthetic helps many children. The procedure is done as follows:
l . Havethe childwritehiswordon achalkboard sothat he canmake very large letters, therebyreinforcingmotor
movement pattems.

2. Havethe child saythewordand thenashetracesovereach letterwith the chalkhavehimrepeat the nameofthe
letterout loud.As hesays the letter askhim to feel his facialmuscles,mouth,andtongue, forming theletter. l-leis
to also feel his ann making the letter. At the completion of the word he is to repeat the whole word.

3. Have thechild closehis eyes.With hiseyesclosedhe is to say and visualize theword, trace it in the airwith his
handandami,feelinghisarmmovements asheformseach letter,saythe letterashetraces itinhis “mind’seye,”
and at the completion he is to repeat thewhole word.

4. Have the childwrite theword onapiece of paper.Ask him to compare what hehas written onpaperwith the
spellingofthewordasyougave ittohim.Should it becorrect, tell himthathegot it.Should it beincorrect, have
him determine what happened. Have him repeat the process until he can see and feel the word within
himself.

Using the spelling test as a meansof encouraging the child
Spelling tests are usually very devastating to the child who has ditiiculty with spelling, but they do not
have to be.The spelling test can be used as a means of encouraging a child to improve his spelling when
the feedback concept is applied. This can bc done as follows:

Instead ofmarking a word that is spelled incorrectly, completely right or wrong, give partial credit
to the child for the letters in theword that he put down correctly. When grading the test, give each
word a point value, varying with the number of letters inthe word.The child’s grade thenwould be
according to the number of letters that he gets correct in each word. If it were a live-letter word and
he only got four letters correct, he would receive a four-out-of-five, or4/5.
One of the most devastating experiences a child can have is to rcalizc his error in a spelling test,
erase his error and write the word correctly, and then have the teachermark thewordwrong because
an erasure was made. This attitude on the part of the teacher does nothing but generate angerwithin
the child. The child who makes an erasure and writes the word over correctly, should be rewarded
because it indicates that he is thinking about what he is doing and is aware of his having made an
error. Should a childmake an erasure, the teacher should award him with a little plus (+) to indicate
that shehas noticedand ispleased tosee that thechild isalert and thinking.

Develop feedback
When the child has made errors and his paper is retumed for correction of his spelling errors, he should
not erase the word that he has spelled incorrectly; rather he should put a line through the word or a circle
around it. ln thisway he and the teacher candetermine what kinds of errors the child makesand determine
a plan of action to help him overcome a problem. This way the error serves the child and the teacher as a
diagnostic tool.
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Correcting misspelled words in compositions
When the teacher finds a misspelled word in a written composition, she should place a circle around the
word. When the paper is returned to the child, he is to use the dictionary and re-spell theWord correctly. If
necessary he should practice spelling the word until he owns it (becomes part of him).

Summary
In this chapter we have discussed a unique approach to spelling, This approach combines much of what is
already known about the teaching of spelling along with a more humanized approach, plus the integration
of speech, vision, and kinesthesis,Above all, this approach considers how the inner language ofthe child is
affected.Applied with understanding, the child will leam.
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